
 

Noore Hidayat Foundation 
Established in memory of the distinguished religions scholar-reformer-leader Ayatullahil 

Uzma Maulana S. Dildar Ali Ghufran Maab (r.a.), Noor-e-Hidayat Foundation is in 

fourteenth year of it’s existence. It has carved out a distinct and enviable  identity for itself 

in this short period. It is, Alhamdulillah, on path of progress. Efficiency, usefulness and 

success have become its synonyms. 

 Noore Hidayat Foundation is active as a mission rather than an organization, that is 

nothing but an extension of Ghufran Maab’s mission. Its activities are centered mainly 

around the revival of Islamic heritage of India, under which the following sections are 

active: 

1. Research Centre 2. Umdatul Ulema Library  3. Rahmat Maab Reading Room.

 4. Shia Encyclopedia of India  5. Digitalization of books/manuscripts to 

preserve our academic heritage  6. Emadul Islam Book Depo.  7. Madrasatuz 

Zahra-Religions Education Centre for women  8.Publication of Books. 

Moreover the Foundation’s Print Media Section is bringing out following periodicals and 

thus has made its impact on journalism: 

1. Urdu daily ‘Naqeeb’, Lucknow 2. Hindi daily ‘Rashtriya Asra’, Lucknow 3.Urdu 

weekly ‘Waiz’, Lucknow 4. Hindi weekly ‘Daira, Lucknow 5. Urdu-Hindi Monthly 

‘Shua-e-Amal Lucknow 

The Foundation is running following websites in its electron publication programme:- 

1. Noore Hidayat Foundation ( www.noorehidayatfoundation.org) 

2. Naqeeb Lucknow (www.naqeeblucknow.com) 

The Foundation is doing commendable works in the field of social welfare that include aid 

and medical assistance to poor and downtrodden section of the community. 

 The Foundation has inscribed it’s presence, life and blossom in social media also by 

name of ‘Noor-e-Hidayat Foundation’ and ‘Naqeeb Lucknow’ on facbook. 

 Fortunately we have got a team of competent and dynamic persons due to which our 

dream projects are being fulfilled. Its’ secretary is Maulana S. Mustafa Husain Naqavi 

‘Aseef’ Jaisi whose activeness has become symbol of our good luck.  

 I would appeal earnestly to all to take optimum use out of the different sections and 

extend financial, moral, kindly and otherwise help and support to the Foundation. We have 

got permission by Grand Ayatullah Syed Ali Seestani, Grand Ayatullah Syed Ali 

Khamenai and other marjas  to collect and use Sahme Imam. 

  Last but not least, we would pray to Almighty Merciful Allah to accepts its 

efforts and enhance tanfiqat to us in the noble cause.  

 

        Syed Kalbe Jawad Naqavi 

Lucknow:       Imam-e-Juma, of Lucknow 

Date:……………...2016      Founder, President, 

       Noor-e-Hidayat Foundation, Lucknow 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 


